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Federal Communications Commission § 22.813 

in general aviation aircraft. These 
channels have a bandwidth of 20 kHz 
and are designated by their center fre-
quencies in MegaHertz. 

SIGNALLING CHANNEL PAIR 

Ground Airborne mobile 

454.675 459.675 

COMMUNICATION CHANNEL PAIRS 

Ground Airborne mobile 

454.700 459.700 
454.725 459.725 
454.750 459.750 
454.775 459.775 
454.800 459.800 
454.825 459.825 
454.850 459.850 
454.875 459.875 
454.900 459.900 
454.925 459.925 
454.950 459.950 
454.975 459.975 

(a) Channel 454.675 MHz is assigned to 
each and every ground station, to be 
used only for automatically alerting 
airborne mobile stations of incoming 
calls. 

(b) All airborne mobile channels are 
assigned for use by each and every air-
borne mobile station. 

§ 22.807 General aviation air-ground 
application requirements. 

In addition to the information re-
quired by subparts B and D of this part, 
FCC Form 601 applications for author-
ization to operate a general aviation 
air-ground station must contain the 
applicable supplementary information 
described in this section. 

(a) Administrative information. The fol-
lowing information is required by FCC 
Form 601. 

(1) The number of transmitter sites 
for which authorization is requested. 

(2) The call sign(s) of other facilities 
in the same area that are ultimately 
controlled by the real party in interest 
to the application. 

(b) Technical information required. For 
each transmitter in the Rural Radio-
telephone Service, the following infor-
mation is required by FCC Form 601: 

(1) Location description, city, coun-
ty, state, geographic coordinates 
(NAD83) correct to ±1 second, site ele-
vation above mean sea level, proximity 

to adjacent market boundaries and 
international borders; 

(2) Antenna height to tip above 
ground level, antenna gain in the max-
imum lobe, the electric field polariza-
tion of the wave emitted by the an-
tenna when installed as proposed; 

(3) The center frequency of each 
channel requested, the maximum effec-
tive radiated power, any non-standard 
emission types to be used, including 
bandwidth and modulation type and 
the transmitter classification (e.g. 
ground or signaling). 

[59 FR 59507, Nov. 17, 1994, as amended at 59 
FR 59954, Nov. 21, 1994; 63 FR 68948, Dec. 14, 
1998; 64 FR 53240, Oct. 1, 1999. Redesignated 
and amended at 70 FR 19309, Apr. 13, 2005] 

§ 22.809 Transmitting power limits. 
The transmitting power of ground 

and airborne mobile transmitters oper-
ating on the channels listed in § 22.805 
must not exceed the limits in this sec-
tion. 

(a) Ground station transmitters. The ef-
fective radiated power of ground sta-
tions must not exceed 100 Watts and 
must not be less than 50 Watts, except 
as provided in § 22.811. 

(b) Airborne mobile transmitters. The 
transmitter power output of airborne 
mobile transmitters must not exceed 25 
Watts and must not be less than 4 
Watts. 

§ 22.813 Technical channel pair assign-
ment criteria. 

The rules in this section establish 
technical assignment criteria for the 
channel pairs listed in § 22.805. These 
criteria are intended to provide sub-
stantial service volumes over areas 
that have significant local and regional 
general aviation activity, while main-
taining the continuous nationwide in- 
route coverage of the original geo-
graphical layout. 

(a) Distance separation for co-channel 
ground stations. The FCC may grant an 
application requesting assignment of a 
communication channel pair to a pro-
posed ground transmitter only if the 
proposed antenna location is at least 
800 kilometers (497 miles) from the an-
tenna location of the nearest co-chan-
nel ground transmitter in the United 
States, its territories and possessions; 
and 1000 kilometers (621 miles) from 
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